APPLICATION FOR LICENCE, AMENDMENT OF LICENCE, OR RENEWAL OF LICENCE
Subsection 6(1) and Schedule III of the Mackenzie Valley Federal Areas Waters Regulations
Use an “x” to
indicate which
Board the
Application is
being made to.

Mackenzie Valley Land and
Water Board:
Wek’èezhìi Land and Water
Board:

Sahtu Land and Water Board:

X

Gwich’in Land and Water Board:

To complete this form please fill in the grey boxes and attach additional pages if necessary. Please
review the following guidance for formatting your Application package:
 Document Submission Standards
 Standard Outline for Management Plans
If applicable, insert existing or current
Licence number:

The first phase of remediation at Rayrock was completed under
the Type B Water Licence N1L8-1663.

Use an “x” to indicate if this Application is accompanied by another Application
for a Water Licence in a non-federal area and/or a Land Use Permit.

Water Licence:

X*

Land Use Permit:

X

* - This application covers both federal and territorial jurisdictions. Primary water use will be within
federal jurisdiction, but water use for winter road construction will be under territorial jurisdiction.
1. NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION – APPLICANT
Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada (CIRNAC)
Applicant’s Name:
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1500
4923 – 52nd Street
Community:
Yellowknife
Telephone:
867-669-2423
Prov/Terr:
Northwest Territories
Email:
Joel.gowman@canada.ca
Postal Code:
X1A 2R3
Other:
2. NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION – CORPORATE HEAD OFFICE, IN CANADA IF INCORPORATED
Please include a Certificate of Corporate Registration from the Government of the Northwest
Territories in your Application Package.

Name:
Mailing Address:
Community:
Prov/Terr:

Same as above.
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Postal Code:
Other:
3. LOCATION OF UNDERTAKING
Attach a map indicating watercourses and location of any proposed waste deposits. Refer to the MVLWB
Policy on Transboundary Applications to identify whether the proposed activities are transboundary. Refer
to the MVLWB Guideline for Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Submission Standard for providing
geographic information. Provide latitude and longitude geographic coordinates of project features, and
the maximum and minimum project boundary in degrees, minutes, seconds, or decimal degrees.
Minimum latitude:
Minimum longitude:

62◦ 47’ 0”
-116◦ 0’ 0”

Maximum latitude:
Maximum longitude:

63◦ 28’ 0”
-116◦ 49’ 0”

Maps showing the site and site features are provided as described in the provided project information.
Minimum and maximum latitudes and longitudes include all potential winter road alignments.
Figure 1 – Project Sites and Boundaries
Figure 2 – Rayrock Site Boundaries and Features
Figure 3 – Rayrock Site Drainage Routes
Figure 4 – Rayrock and Sun Rose Spur Roads

Land Type(s): Use an “x” to indicate all the type(s) of land on which the project activities are proposed
to occur. Additional guidance to determine land type(s) is available on the MVLWB website.
Commissioner’s/
Federal Crown
Free Hold/Private:
X
X Municipal Land:
Territorial Lands:
Land:
4. DESCRIPTION OF UNDERTAKING
Include a description of the proposed activities and contact Board staff to determine whether an activityspecific questionnaire will be required. For proposed amendments to authorized activities, specify: the

nature of the amendment, the condition(s) to be amended, and the rationale for the amendment.

General Project Information
The Rayrock Mine Remediation Project consists of the environmental remediation of historical metal
mining and exploration properties. These properties include the Rayrock Uranium mine, the Sun Rose
(Northland) Advanced Exploration site, the Horn Plateau (REX) Exploration site, three Rayrockaffiliated drilling sites, the power line infrastructure between Rayrock and the Snare Hydroelectric
Facility at Big Spruce Lake and a Rayrock-affiliated storage area at the Barge Landing. This
undertaking will also include all Winter Road alignments that will be required for accessing the sites.
The Project includes both winter road alignments currently constructed by the Government of the
Northwest Territories (GNWT) as part of the Tłı̨ chǫ winter road system and spur roads required for site
access from the main road system; this ensures that the Project will be able to build access to the sites
should GNWT choose not to construct sections of the Tłı̨ chǫ road in any given season.
All Rayrock Remediation Project sites are within the boundaries of the Tłı̨ chǫ Comprehensive Land
Claim Agreement. Rayrock and Sun Rose are on Federal (Crown) lands within defined exclusion
zones, while all other sites are on Tłı̨ chǫ Lands. Figure 1 shows the minimum and maximum latitudes
and longitudes of the project boundaries and the locations of the sites with respect to the Tłı̨ chǫ Winter
Road System.
Although the Rayrock Remediation Project includes activities across a wide geographical area, water
use that requires a Type A Water License will only occur at the former Rayrock Mine. The Water
Licence will also cover water use required for potential construction of all access roads, including
Project construction of sections of the Tłı̨ chǫ winter road and construction of all spur roads to access
sites. While general descriptions of all project activities and locations are provided here, details will
focus on the water use activities. The Rayrock Remediation Project Remedial Action Plan, which
accompanies the submission of this Water Licence application, provides details for all remedial
activities required for the Project.
Water Licence – Application – Federal Areas
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Rayrock Mine
Rayrock Mine is a former Uranium mine, located approximately 145 kilometres (km) northwest of
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories (NT) and approximately 30 km east of the Snare River hydro station
at Big Spruce Lake. The coordinates of the Rayrock Mine site are 63º 27’ 00’’ N latitude and 116° 32’
45’’ W longitude with an approximate elevation of 230 metres (m) above mean sea level (as measured
near the former mill building). The site is situated within the boundaries of the Tłı̨ chǫ Comprehensive
Land Claim Agreement within a Crown Land zone excluded from the Agreement due to the presence of
the mine and concerns over residual Uranium impacts at the site.
The former Rayrock Mine site is comprised of a former mill and camp area, a north Tailings
Containment Area (TCA), a south TCA, a waste disposal area (dump), a former northern borrow area,
a former airstrip (also used as a borrow area) and various trails connecting the different areas. Only
remnant concrete and waste debris remain in the area of the former mill and camp. There is also
residual spilled tailings near mill and along a pipeline that extended from the mill to the TCAs. The two
tailings areas and the dump were capped in 1996 under Water License N1L8-1663 and Land Use
Permit N96X509.
Recent assessment of the condition of the TCAs shows that only minor repairs are needed on the caps
and the dump remains in acceptable condition. The borrow areas will require rehabilitation, and the
airstrip borrow area will be further developed to acquire borrow material for remediation activities. Site
features are provided on Figure 2.
The following waterbodies occur in the vicinity of the disturbed areas of the site: Mill Lake, Sherman
Lake/Alpha Lake, Beta Lake, Gamma Lake, Unnamed Lake, Lake “A” and Kwetsǫ ̀ tia. Sherman Lake
and Alpha Lake were formerly separated by a causeway during mine development and operation, but
are now one waterbody with Alpha Lake as the western end of the Lake. The former Rayrock Mine site
generally slopes to the south towards Alpha Lake/Sherman Lake, though some areas near the mill and
adit slope towards Mill Lake. Mill Creek is the largest drainage course at the former mill and camp area
of the Rayrock Mine site, flowing from Mill Lake into Sherman Lake. Mill Creek has two distinct flow
paths: a southern channel that flows directly to Sherman Lake and a northern channel (active during
periods of high water levels) that flows to Kwetsǫ ̀ tia. Kwetsǫ ̀ tia then drains into Sherman Lake at an
outlet that is northeast of the south channel outlet. Overland flow from the former mine site and camp
sites is largely unchannelized flow over exposed bedrock surfaces. The capped north TCA drains to
Beta Lake and Alpha Lake while the South TCA drains to Gamma Lake. Flow from Sherman Lake
enters Lake A through a 30 m wide channel. Based on the size of the channel, Alpha Lake, Sherman
Lake and Lake A are a continuous waterbody. Figure 3 shows the drainage of Rayrock waterways.
The above-noted Rayrock waterways drain through Lake A to Lake B except for Gamma Lake, which
drains by a separate path through Unnamed Lake to Lake B. Lake B drains through more than 19
small ponds and lakes before discharging to the Marian River. The total length of this drainage route,
from Sherman Lake to the outlet at Marian River, is approximately 10 km.
After thorough assessment of the residual legacy environmental impacts at the former Rayrock mine,
which included a Conceptual Site Model and a site-specific Human Health and Ecological Risk
Assessment, the principal residual risk at Rayrock was determined to be the water and sediment in Mill
Lake. It is important to note that all activities for the Rayrock Remediation Project are associated with
environmental impacts or hazards that are a result of legacy mining activities. No undertakings or
water use will take place that will intentionally generate new waste streams, other than those required
for the management of the legacy impacts.
The principal activity that requires a Type A Water Licence is the remediation of Mill Lake. Water from
Mill Lake will be removed, treated and discharged to Sherman Lake, and the lake sediments will be
treated. Sediment, soil, tailings and waste rock will be encapsulated in the former Mill Lake.
Uranium-impacted debris with concentrations above safe shipping levels may also report to Mill Lake.
All debris and other materials collected during remedial activities that are within safe shipping limits for
Uranium will be stock piled and removed on the winter road. The former dump will not be used in
future activities. All waste from Camp operations will either be incinerated in an approved incinerator
or will be stockpiled for off-site disposal during winter.
Water Licence – Application – Federal Areas
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Sun-Rose Advanced Exploration Site
The Sun-Rose property is a former Uranium exploration site, located on the north side of Chico Lake,
123 km northwest of Yellowknife, and 35 km north of Behchokǫ. Approximate coordinates are 63º 07’
38’’ N latitude and 116° 19’ 39’’ W longitude. The site is close to the current Tłı̨ chǫ winter road route.
The elevation of the Sun-Rose Main exploration site at the shaft is approximately 600 m above sea
level.
Remedial activities at the Sun Rose site will not require water use that triggers a Water Licence.
Remediation will consist of capping in place the waste rock and blast pits, and the closure of an open
shaft. All waste from on-site camp operations will either be incinerated in an approved incinerator or
will be stockpiled for off-site disposal during winter. All debris and other materials collected during
remedial activities will also be stockpiled and removed on the winter road.
Other Project Sites
The remaining sites for the Rayrock Remediation Project are small sites that will be remediated on
daily trips by Rayrock site personnel. Remedial activities at all of these sites will not involve water use
that would trigger a Water Licence.
The Horn Plateau – REX Showing, otherwise referred to as the REX Advanced Exploration Site, is a
former Uranium exploration Site located at 63º19’17” N, -116º48’0” W. The REX Showing contains a
campsite and two areas with exploration workings. Non-hazardous wastes are prevalent around the
site; however, no hazardous wastes or areas of soil impacts greater than background were identified.
The remains of former wooden structure are located in the camp area. There may be need to backfill
trenches in the exploration area.
The location of the Barge Landing is shown on Figure 1. The Barge Landing was a storage area for all
supplies going north to the Rayrock mine and all Uranium concentrate being shipped south from the
mine. Assessment of the Barge Landing area did not locate areas of impacted soil, but there is
potential creosote impacts from power pole treatment in the Barge Landing Area. Debris is still
scattered on the site. This debris will be collected and shipped south for disposal.
The Rayrock mine was supplied electricity by the Snare Hydroelectric Facility at Big Spruce Lake. The
transmission line used to supply the electricity was abandoned after mine closure, and the majority of
that infrastructure remains to be collected during the Rayrock Remediation Project. There is also
potential impacted soils from wood preservative on the power poles; this soil will be removed for off-site
disposal.
At the time of operation of the Rayrock Mine, exploration near the mine was conducted to try to expand
the available reserves. These small explorations sites are identified as TED, MK and GS on Figure 1.
Debris and any impacted soil will be collected from these sites and brought to Rayrock. Debris will be
stockpiled for off-site disposal while impacted soil will be combined with Rayrock impacted soil for
disposal in Mill Lake.
Mobilization to Rayrock and (potentially) Sun-Rose will be completed by winter road. The minimum
and maximum Water Licence coordinates include all portions of the Tłı̨ chǫ winter road system (from
Highway 3 to Tumi Lake) that may be required to be built by the Rayrock Remediation Project for
access to Project sites if the GNWT decided not to build the road. This allows the Project to ensure
access from the south to the remedial sites if the GNWT is unable to complete the Tlicho All Season
Road. No new routes will be pioneered. All water for road-building in the Tłı̨ chǫ winter road sections
will be withdrawn from approved sources that have been used by previous road builders. All water for
spur roads will be obtained from local sources as described later in this application. Water volumes will
be tracked by truck count each day.
The main activity that requires a Type A Water Licence is de-watering and treatment of Mill Lake water
and treatment of the impacted sediments.
Water Licence – Application – Federal Areas
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Principal Water Use
The water from Mill Lake will be treated to reduce Uranium concentrations to a level meeting the
CCME Freshwater Aquatic Life Guidelines. Following treatment, the water will be discharged into
Sherman Lake.
A drainage swale will be constructed into the bedrock and/or the residual clay lake bottom to provide
surface drainage from the base of the former Mill Lake basin into Mill Creek. Construction of this swale
will require both the blasting of bedrock to lower the current inlet into Mill Creek, and may also be
required for creation of the channel in the former Mill Lake basin. The construction of this swale will
help to keep the Confined Disposal Facility (CDF) dry and above standing water.
The proposed remediation design is intended to minimize the ponding and accumulation of surface
water in the Mill Lake basin by promoting continuous overland flow and drainage to the Mill Creek inlet
and down-gradient to Sherman Lake.
An initial step in conducting the remedial works at Mill Lake is treating the lake water prior to discharge
into Sherman Lake. The water treatment system will include sediment filtration and treatment to
reduce Uranium and Copper concentrations. The treatment equipment will be housed within a heated
building/enclosure and requires a power supply. Additional information on the water treatment system
is provided in the Remedial Action Plan.
The approximate volume of water in Mill Lake is estimated to be 84,000 cubic metres (m3) when full to
the current Mill Creek outlet level (AECOM 2020h). In addition to the base water, the water treatment
system will be able to accommodate precipitation during the operational period, which is estimated to
be in the order of an additional 28,000 m3. Therefore, the total volume of water to be treated is in the
order of 112,000 m3. For optimal treatment performance, Mill Lake water will be treated from
approximately June 1 to August 31 (90 days) at an approximate average of 1,500 m3/day; although two
treatment system may be used to decrease the required treatment time. Treatment may be extended
into September or October, depending on weather and system performance.
The impact on lake levels in Sherman Lake when receiving water from Mill Lake was considered. The
Sherman Lake footprint is estimated to be approximately 178.5 hectare (ha), when the continuous
footprint of Alpha Lake, Sherman Lake and Lake A are considered. The impact of Mill Lake water
discharging at 1,500 m3/day will have a negligible effect on the Lake water level (less than a 1 mm/day
rise) in the Sherman Lake waterbody. Water will be directly discharged to Sherman Lake and will not
be discharged through Mill Creek. Discharge to Sherman Lake will be performed in a manner that
prevents sedimentation from scouring of the rock or roiling of the water.
Water treatment process wastes will contain concentrated Uranium and will be managed on-site. Solid
wastes that will be generated include the filter fabric and the ion exchange resins from the water
treatment system. Both of these wastes will be disposed of by placing them in the clay-lined and
capped Mill Lake CDF.
Mill Lake sediment removal is expected to occur over a two-year period and to include the following
steps:
 Treatment and discharge of accumulated surface water and precipitation.
 Construction of the clay CDF.
 Sediment drying by stockpiling, placement in windrows or physical/mechanical processes.
 Manual cleaning of sediments off the bedrock to prevent contamination of the constructed
channels.
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5. TYPE OF UNDERTAKING
Please refer to Schedule II of the Mackenzie Valley Federal Areas Waters Regulations.
Use an “x” to indicate which one type of undertaking applies.
1 Industrial
2 Mining and milling
3 Municipal
4 Power
5 Agriculture
6 Conservation
7 Recreation
8 Miscellaneous
X (describe): legacy mine site environmental remediation.
6. WATER USE
Please refer to Schedules IV to VIII of the Mackenzie Valley Federal Areas Waters Regulations.
Use an “x” to indicate which trigger(s) applies.
To obtain water
X
To cross a watercourse
X
To modify the bed or bank of a watercourse
X
Flood control
To divert water
X
To alter the flow of, or store, water
X
Other
X (describe): Treatment of contaminated water
and discharge to the environment.
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7. QUANTITY OF WATER INVOLVED
Describe the purpose of each proposed water use, name and type (e.g., lake, river) of the water source,
the location, and the quantity of water that would be used. Please add more rows if needed.
Purpose of
Water Use

Name and Type
of Water Source

Location

Geographic Coordinates
(Decimal Degrees)
Latitude
Longitude

Proposed Water Use
Volume/Rate

Camp
Operations

Sherman Lake

North shore
near camp

63◦ 26’ 48”

-116◦ 32’
19”

Contaminated
Water
Treatment

Mill Lake

Mid-lake

63◦ 27’ 10”

-116◦ 32’
42”

Washing/dust
control

Sherman Lake
and Mill Lake

As above

As above

As above

Total volume of
25,000 m3/year at
>100 m3<300 m3/day
Entire volume of
>85,000 m3 plus
accumulated
precipitation at the
maximum capacity of
water treatment
system
Volume of 2500
m3/year at
<100m3/daya
Total volume of
<27,000 m3/year at
>100 m3<300 m3/day

Camp
Chico Lake
Northwestern 63◦ 07’ 10”
-116◦ 19’
Operations,
Shore
41”
Washing/dust
control/ Winter
Road
Construction
a – Volume for washing and dust control is included in total volume for each Lake; water use from Mill
Lake would be post-treatment.

For each water source, provide a comparison of total proposed water use to the available capacity.
Water Source
Comparison of Total Proposed
Capacity of Water Other Users of the
Water Use to Available Capacity
Source
Water Source
Sherman Lake

11,000,000 m3

0.23% of available capacity per
year.
Mill Lake
85,000 m3
none
100% (the intent of the water
use is to drain the Lake).
Chico Lake
270,000 m3
none (also used for winter
Up to 100% of available
road construction)
capacity per yeara.
A – Comparison is based on Total Available Water Use calculated below.

Water Licence – Application – Federal Areas
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Water withdrawal for winter road construction requires different calculations to ensure the fish habitat is
not affected by the withdrawal. The protocol outlined here is respects the DFO Protocol for Winter
Water Withdrawal from Ice-covered Waterbodies in the Northwest Territories and Nunavut, June
2010, and Cott, Peter A., Paul K. Sibley, Andrew M. Gordon, R.A. (Drew) Bodaly, Kenneth H. Mills, W.
Murray Somers, and Gerald A. Fillatre, 2008. Effects of Water Withdrawal From Ice-Covered Lakes on
Oxygen, Temperature, and Fish. Journal of the American Water Resources Association (JAWRA)
44(2):328-342. DOI: 10.1111⁄ j.1752-1688.2007.00165.x:
Purpose of
Name and Type Location
Geographic Coordinates
Proposed Water
Water Use
of Water Source
(Decimal Degrees)
Use Volume/Rate
Latitude
Longitude
Winter Roads, Current Tłı̨ chǫ Alignment
Winter Road
To be
Based on
TBD
TBD
>100 m3<300
a
Construction
determined
historical
m3/day/waterbody
(TBD)
water
withdrawal
sites
Spur Road; Rayrock Southb
Water
Emile River
Across River
63◦ 20’
-116◦ 31’
Not Applicable
Crossing
20.7”
08.5”
Winter Road
Emile River
Deepest
63◦ 20’
-116◦ 31’
>100 m3<300
Construction
Available
20.7”
08.5”
m3/day
◦
◦
Winter Road
Lake B
Western
63 25’ 28”
-116 32’
>100 m3<300
Construction
Shore
20.6”
m3/day
b
Spur Road; Rayrock North
Water
Marian River
Across River
63◦ 27’
-116◦ 43’ 29”
Not Applicable
Crossing
05.6”
Winter Road
Tumi Lake
Northeast
63◦ 27’ 16”
-116◦ 46’ 09”
>100 m3<300
Construction
section of
m3/day
Lake
Winter Road
Marian River
Deepest
63◦ 27’
-116◦ 43’ 29”
>100 m3<300
Construction
Available
05.6”
m3/day
Winter Road
Lake on North
Mid63◦ 26’ 13”
-116◦ 35’
>100 m3<300
Construction
Spur
waterbody
15.6”
m3/day
◦
◦
Winter Road
Lake B
Western
63 25’ 28”
-116 32’
>100 m3<300
Construction
Shore
20.6”
m3/day
Spur Road; Sun Rose Access
Winter Road
Chico Lake
Northwestern 63◦ 07’ 10”
-116◦ 19’ 41”
Accounted for
Construction
Shore
above
a - Tłı̨ chǫ road construction will only be completed in the event that the GNWT does not construct a
required section of road between Highway 3 and Tumi Lake.
b – Only one of the North (Marian River Crossing) or South (Emile River Crossing)Rayrock Spur
Roads will be constructed; after first construction, this alignment will be used for all future access.
For each water source, provide a comparison of total proposed water use to the available capacity.
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In lieu of calculated withdrawal volumes for water sources for winter road construction, the maximum
annual withdrawal from a waterbody will be proposed for each point of water use in accordance with
the proposed estimation method provided by the Land and Water Boards of the Mackenzie Valley
(April 27th, 2020 Draft). Each waterbody is assumed to be fish bearing. Waterbody area was
estimated using the 3D polygon tool in Google Earth to outline the Lake and calculate the area in m2.
The Total Available Water Use (m3) is calculated to be a volume represented by 0.1 m of the Total
Surface Area. The maximum annual withdrawal from a waterbody will be less than the Total Available
Water Use.
Before water withdrawal, every water withdrawal location will be measured to verify that there is a
minimum of 1.5m of under ice water, measured in at least three locations greater than 20 m from shore
and approximately 20 m apart. Water withdrawal will be from as deep as possible to reduce
oxygenated water withdrawal. Maximum Annual Withdrawals may be modified following bathymetry
surveys of the Lakes.
Water Source
Calculated Surface Total Available Water Use Maximum Annual Water
Area (m2) (SA)
(m3) (SA*0.1m)
Withdrawal (m3)
Lake B
330,000
33,000
<33,000
Tumi Lake
4,650,000
465,000
<465,000
Lake on North
20,200
2020
<2020
Chico Lake
270,000
27,000
<27,000
Water withdrawal locations are shown on Figure 4.

8. WASTE DEPOSITED
Include a Waste Management Plan in the Application Package, or for small-scale activities describe the
proposed waste management activities in the space provided below. Guidance is provided in the MVLWB
Guidelines for Developing a Waste Management Plan. If waste is proposed to be disposed of off-site within
the NWT, written confirmation (e.g., an email, letter, etc.) from the facility/facilities indicating they will
accept the waste is required.
Municipalities must complete the relevant Operations and Maintenance Plans using the available
Templates and include them in the Application Package. Please refer to Sections 4-8 of Environment and
Climate Change Canada’s Solid Waste Management for Northern and Remote Communities: Planning and
Technical Guidance Document.
For activities that involve the deposit of waste into water, provide proposed effluent quality criteria in
accordance with the MVLWB Water and Effluent Quality Management Policy and MVLWB/GNWT
Guidelines for Effluent Mixing Zones. Please refer to the MVLWB/GNWT Guidelines for Effluent Mixing
Zones when mixing zones are being considered. Please refer to the Guidelines for Aquatic Effects
Monitoring Programs for more information regarding the development of AEMP programs.
A Waste Management Plan for the Rayrock site was submitted as part of application for LUP
W2015X0006. Version 2.0 of the Waste Management Plan was accepted October 14th, 2015. The
Rayrock Remediation Project application package, which includes this application, provides an
application for a new LUP that will cover all waste management activities at Project sites. The Rayrock
Waste Management Plan Version 3.0 has been submitted in conjunction with this Water Licence
Application, and will update the plan in accordance with all planned remedial activities. The Waste
Management Plan has been developed in accordance with the Board’s Guidelines for Developing a
Waste Management Plan (MVLWB March 2011).
A Spill Contingency Plan was also submitted as part of application for the LUP W205X0006. Version
2.0 of the Spill Contingency Plan was accepted October 14th, 2015. The Rayrock Spill Contingency
Plan Version 3.0 has been submitted in conjunction with this Water Licence Application, and will
update the plan in accordance with all planned site activities and anticipated fuel and chemical
Water Licence – Application – Federal Areas
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inventories. The Spill Contingency Plan has been developed in accordance with INAC’s Guidelines for
Spill Contingency Planning (CIRNAC April 2007).
These plans will be considered as the minimum standards that contract submittals will be measured
against. The Remediation Contractor will be required to submit a comprehensive Waste Management
Plan and Spill Contingency Plan for the proposed remedial activities that will guide the effective waste
management activities and provide a plan for spill events. These plans will update those currently
submitted by CIRNAC as part of this application.
The goal of the Rayrock Remediation Project is the remediation of all residual impacts that resulted
from the historic operations at the Project sites. All wastes generated through the Rayrock
Remediation Project can be considered either legacy or operational wastes. Legacy wastes include all
non-hazardous and hazardous wastes remaining from the operational period of the mines, exploration
sites and ancillary sites. This includes all contamination of soil, sediment and water from these
operations. Operational wastes are all non-hazardous and hazardous wastes that are generated
through the remedial activities at the sites. The primary water use that triggers the need for a Type A
Water Licence is associated with legacy wastes. The waste treatment and relocation is described in
Section 4. Discussion of legacy wastes is also detailed in the Remedial Action Plan.
A wastewater treatment facility will be required to treat and filter a portion of the process water
generated from camp operations (including, but not limited to grey water, kitchen sumps, traps and
black water). Sixty days before facility operation, the Remediation Contractor will be required to submit
a design for, and operation and maintenance details of, the wastewater treatment facilities that
conforms to all applicable regulations. Wastewater treatment facility designs will be required to be
stamped by an Engineer registered or licensed to practice in the NWT. The treatment facility will be
required to be operated by experienced, qualified personnel in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions and procedures submitted by the Remediation Contractor and approved by the
Departmental Representative. This water treatment system will be independent of the water treatment
system for Mill Lake, although monitoring of the system may be completed by the same personnel.
Wastewater discharge on-site will be in compliance with applicable permits, authorizations and
approvals. Treated wastewater will be released into a sump at a location that is a minimum of 30 m
from natural drainage courses and 100 m from fish bearing waters. A potential discharge area that
meets the offset requirements is shown on Figure 2; however this area has not been surveyed for a
usable discharge location. If site constraints make these off-sets unmanageable, then a variance will
be obtained from the Federal Land Use Inspector. No direct discharge to surface waters or wetlands
will occur. The Remediation Contractor must obtain approval from the Departmental Representative
prior to discharging treated water.
Grey water produced at camp represents an example where release to the receiving environment is
deemed acceptable, as it is not considered hazardous. The water will be placed into natural depressions
or sumps in the ground as approved by the Inspector. Potential sumps will be regularly inspected to
ensure proper functioning. Potential sumps will be located a minimum of 100 m from any water body,
and a final location will be approved by an Inspector. This grey water management strategy has been
recommended by Inspectors as an acceptable approach during previous CARD Remediation Projects.
The potential area for the greywater sump installation is the same as that for wastewater, and is shown
in Figure 2.
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Assuming average use of 100L per day per person, and a maximum camp size of 100 people, the daily
withdrawal, treatment and discharge is anticipated to be 10,000 L per day. Camp water discharge, and
all dewatering activities on the site that involves deposition on land, will meet the following requirements,
to be consistent with MVLWB standard water licence requirements:
Parameter
pH
Mineral Oil and Grease
Total Suspended Solids
BOD
Fecal Coliforms
Residual Chlorine

Maximum Concentration
6 to 9
5 mg/L, non-visible
100 mg/L
120 mg/L
10,000 CFU/dL
0.1 mg/L

A water treatment facility will be set-up in the Mill Lake area, as described in Section 4. In addition to
its function of treating Mill Lake water, this facility may be used to treat and filter contact water and/or
process water generated from activities such as excavations.
The Remediation Contractor will be required to submit design, operation and maintenance details of all
water treatment facilities, conforming to all applicable regulations, sixty days before facility operation.
The Mill Lake water treatment facility design will be required to be stamped by an Engineer registered
or licensed to practice in the NWT. The water treatment facility will be required to be operated by
experienced, qualified personnel in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Operational
procedures will be submitted by the Remediation Contractor and approved by the Departmental
Representative.
The following discharge limits are based on CCME Water Quality Guidelines for Freshwater Aquatic
Life (except where noted) and are proposed for water treated through the water treatment facility:
Parameter
Maximum Concentration
pH
6 to 9
Arsenic (total)
5 µg/L
Cadmium (total)a
0.09 µg/L
b
Copper (total)
5 µg/L
Lead (total)a
1 µg/L
Mercury (total)
0.026 µg/L
Molybdenum (total)
73 µg/L
Nickel (total)a
25 µg/L
Selenium (total)
1 µg/L
Silver (total)
0.25 µg/L
Thallium (total)
0.8 µg/L
Uranium (total)
15 µg/L
a – Calculated based on an average hardness of 50 mg/L CaCO3 in Sherman Lake.
b – Based on the average concentration in Sherman Lake.
A lined CDF will be constructed in the former Mill Lake basin. Construction of the CDF, which will
function in a similar way as a landfill, will include:
 Removal of the lake-bottom sediments from the cell footprint following surface water removal.
 Placement of a low permeability base material on top of the bedrock within the cell footprint.
 Removal of lake-bottom sediments from the entire Mill Lake bottom and placement of these
sediments into the newly-constructed CDF.
 Placement of waste rock, broken concrete and impacted soil from the mine site and satellite
sites on top of the impacted sediment.
 Construction of a low permeability cap atop the impacted materials in the newly-constructed
CDF.
 The surface of the CDF cap will be graded to promote positive drainage towards Mill Creek.
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Placement of blast rock atop the CDF. Organic material and soil will be distributed into select
locations on top of the cover to foster vegetation growth to improve the visual appearance of
the cover.

Once sediments have been removed from the Mill Lake basin and dried, the following is required:
 Placement of all dried sediments into the CDF.
 Spray washing the bedrock surface. Water would collect in low-lying areas of the bedrock
surface in Mill Lake and this water would be treated by the water treatment system. Initial
water supply for this purpose might be from the precipitation accumulation, with additional
water acquired, as needed, from Sherman Lake.
 Considerations and challenges anticipated with sediment removal include:
o Worker Health and Safety: All workers must be protected from the dust generated during
sediment removal operations. This not only includes workers in the Mill Lake area, but
also any workers on-site that may be exposed to wind-blown particulate. Workers will
likely be required to wear Tyvek work suits, respirators and individual dosimeters amongst
other personal protective equipment (PPE). Strict dust control measures will be in place
during all Mill Lake work.
o Undulating Bedrock Surface/Folds, Faults and Cracks: The lake surfaces will be irregular.
Machine cleaning will be used as best as practical; however, some locations will require
manual labour to remove sediments. A portion of the Lake bottom is covered in a naturally
occurring uncontaminated clay, but the exact surface condition will not be known until the
lake is pumped out and the overlying contaminated sediments are removed. Deeper
locations may be difficult or unsafe to clean, so deep depression may have to be capped
with clay or fine-grained soil.
o Soil Handling: The impacted sediments are comprised of fine-grained, highly organic
saturated soils. The handling of these soils will be difficult as they are watery and
challenging to dry, but may also pose a dust hazard if permitted to dry too much.
o Weather: Weather (cold, wet, hot, dry) will impact how the above activities are executed,
and strategies to conduct the work in different types of weather will need to be detailed
prior to execution. These considerations will need to be taken into account for both
construction processes and worker health and safety.
Borrow soils for the cell base and cap construction will be obtained from the former air strip location.
These soils are primarily comprised of silty clay that is present as a thin veneer (up to 2.5 m thick) on
top of undulating bedrock. A soil borrow excavation plan (Quarry Management Plan) is provided with
this application package. This Plan will ensure sequencing that facilitates all-weather access to borrow
soil excavation locations and expansion of the borrow pit to reach suitable soils, while minimizing the
overall footprint of the disturbed area.
Construction of the CDF will involve placement of the clay soil in thin lifts, compacted to a lift thickness
of approximately 0.15 m using a vibratory compactor. Some field engineering will need to occur to
manage the actual pad footprint size and height, ensuring adequate drainage and allowing for
equipment to work safely on the ultimate landform. The CDF will be constructed adjacent to a steep
edge of the former Lake basin, and will be contoured naturally to the surrounding terrain.
In order to ensure that the former lake basin drains appropriately, a drainage swale will be constructed
to allow for post-remediation discharge of precipitation and melt water to Mill Creek with minimal
ponding within the former Mill Lake area. The bedrock “high” located at the Mill Creek inlet will be
lowered.
After completion of sediment removal and swale blasting, reclamation activities will be required for the
former Mill Lake basin. The basin will be an exposed bedrock and clay surface that is intended to
appear the same as the land surrounding the former lake. Bedrock depressions would be filled with
soil and organics, and these filled depressions, the clay cap of the CDF and the naturally occurring clay
bottom will be revegetated to the extent practicable.
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9. OTHER PERSONS OR PROPERTIES AFFECTED BY THIS UNDERTAKING
Applicants are encouraged to describe pre-Application engagement efforts with any existing water users
and associated possible claims for water compensation or compensation agreements. Include the names
and contact information of persons (e.g., existing licensees) or properties affected by this undertaking. An
additional table should be added for each water user.
Tłįchǫ Government - Tłįchǫ Lands Protection Department
Name:
127 Donda Tili, PO Box 412
Mailing Address:
Behchokǫ̀
867-392-6381
Community:
Telephone:
Northwest Territories
info@tlicho.com
Prov/Terr:
Email:
X0E 0Y0
Postal Code:
Other:
Describe Engagement Completed: An Engagement Plan for the Rayrock site was submitted as part of
application for the current LUP W2015X0006. Version 2.0 of the Engagement Plan was accepted
October 7th, 2016. An updated (to March 2020) engagement log and engagement summary was
submitted in conjunction with a request to extend the current Land Use Permit for an additional two
years. The Rayrock Engagement Plan Version 3.0 has been submitted in conjunction with this Water
Licence Application, and updates the plan in accordance with all planned site activities. The following
engagement efforts are highlighted in the Plan:
2010 - Kwetı̨ ı̨ ɂaà Elders Committee was struck in 2010 with the Tłı̨ chǫ Government
2012 - Mapping Exercise
2014 - Risk Workout
2015 - Watershed Tour (Marian River) and Site Blessing, Engagement Plan under LUP
2016 - BEAHR Contaminated Sites Training
2017 - Field Program with BEAHR grads
2018 - 50% RAP Workout
2019 - 75% RAP Workout
The Tłı̨ chǫ Government has been intensively involved in the design of the Rayrock remediation strategy
and will continue to be engaged through all phases of the Rayrock Remediation Project.

10. PREDICTED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE UNDERTAKING AND PROPOSED MITIGATIONS
Describe all potential impacts and proposed mitigations. This information is used for the preliminary
screening of impacts from the project and/or to develop conditions for the water licence. Please indicate
whether any of the mitigation measures have been developed as a result of input from affected parties.
Additional guidance is provided in Appendix B of the MVLWB Guide to the Land Use Permitting Process,
the Mackenzie Valley Review Board Environmental Impact Assessment Guidelines, and the Mackenzie
Valley Review Board Socio-Economic Impact Guidelines. Alternatively, if you are seeking an exemption
from preliminary screening, please provide supporting rationale.
Include a Spill Contingency Plan in the Application Package, or for small-scale activities provide relevant
details in the space provided below. Guidance is provided in INAC Spill Contingency Guidelines.

As previously noted, the Spill Contingency Plan has been updated to Version 3.0 and is included in this
application package.
The phased Environmental Site Assessment (Phase I-III ESA) process completed between 2013-2019
and HHERAs have confirmed that current conditions at Rayrock, resulting from legacy deposition of
contaminants, are having negative impacts on local environments and require remedial action.
Gamma radiation from blast pit and waste rock at Sun Rose represent a potential human exposure
concern. These are existing environmental impacts; all work associated with this project is towards the
mitigation of the existing impacts. If this project did not go ahead, or if there were delays in its
Water Licence – Application – Federal Areas
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completion, these existing impact would continue affecting the environment. The proposed
remediation activities will see the following positive effects on the Rayrock and Sun Rose area:
 Vent raises and the Sun Rose shaft will be closed with engineered seals incorporating acceptable
closure methodologies (Poly-Urethane Foam, Concrete or Stainless Steel); as-built drawings will
be supplied and all fencing will be removed for approved disposal.
 Concrete from the Rayrock Building Foundations and the mill structure will be broken up and
encapsulated in Mill Lake. Any associated rebar will be cut and disposed with non-hazardous
wastes.
 Borrow material will be used to repair deteriorated areas of the Tailings Caps, to cap Sun Rose
waste rock and to fill in project blast pits and trenches with Gamma radiation above safe levels.
 Metal-impacted tailings and soils at Rayrock will be excavated and disposed in Mill Lake.
 Mill Lake sediments will be encapsulated in the Mill Lake CDF. All water from the Lake will be
treated to remove sediment and metals prior to discharge at Sherman Lake.
 All hazardous and non-hazardous wastes will be consolidated and shipped off-site for disposal at
an approved facility.
 Borrow areas will be re-graded and contoured to blend with the natural topography of the site and
re-vegetated using species found on-site.
The proposed timing, duration and location of the remediation and restoration activities on the site
should address any other potential environmental impacts. Existing access routes throughout the site
will be utilized where possible, but some potential borrow sources could require additional temporary
access routes. Winter road access routes will use existing alignments. These will be established with
minimal ground disturbance and vegetation removal. Once the remediation activities are completed,
the site will be inspected to ensure the stability of all earthworks that were conducted.
Any equipment operation in or adjacent to aquatic environments will be minimized and conducted
under strict sediment and erosion control measures. Disturbance to aquatic habitat will be restricted to
habitat that is impacted and requires remediation (Mill Lake). The riparian zone adjacent to Mill Creek
will be retained to preserve well-established vegetative cover. Appropriate sediment/erosion control
measures, such as the installation of Aquadam barriers, silt fencing and curtains, will be used as
required. Turbidity monitoring will be carried out during all in/near stream activities. Mill Lake has been
checked, through several fish capture programs, for the presence of fish; the data collected to date has
shown Mill Lake to not be fish bearing. Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) has been consulted on
the determination of Mill Lake as not being fish bearing, and they have not opposed the claim.
The Remediation Contractor supplying and operating the camps will establish camp operations and
rules to ensure the camp is operated in an orderly manner. The Departmental Representatives will
verify these measures are adhered to and that there is compliance with all regulatory approvals and
legislation.
To address wildlife / safety concerns, wildlife monitors will be required at all times to ensure the Health
and Safety of site staff and visitors and to deter wildlife from entering the site. A Wildlife Management
and Monitoring Plan is included with this application package. It details Project efforts to minimize
impact to regional wildlife and the monitoring that will be conducted to track any impact that may occur.
Hunting, or harassment of wildlife will be prohibited on site. Recreational fishing may be considered in
select lakes in compliance with territorial fishing regulations and supported by the Tłı̨ chǫ.
Fuel fired dual chambered incinerators, designed for solid waste disposal, are required to be
maintained and operated in accordance with their manufacturer’s specifications to minimize impact to
air quality. All waste generated on site will be incinerated daily and managed properly to reduce the
potential for wildlife attraction, or will be removed to an approved facility on a regular basis.
Confirmatory water samples will be collected throughout the remediation activities to verify discharge
standards have been achieved. Water sampling of the discharge from the Rayrock Water Treatment
Facility will confirm water quality objectives are consistently met. Where impacted tailings, sediments
and soils are excavated to bedrock, boundary sampling will not be required; however confirmatory
sampling will be completed in all other locations. No additional negative impacts are anticipated from
these sampling activities.
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11. CONTRACTORS AND SUB-CONTRACTORS
Please include relevant names, responsibilities, and contact information in the fields below. An
additional table should be added for each contractor.
Rebecca Studer-Halbach
Name:
Contract and Project Management
Responsibilities:
Public Services and Procurement Canada, Northern Contaminated Sites Program
Company Name:
10025 Jasper Avenue
Mailing Address:
Edmonton
Telephone:
780-224-1484
Community:
Prov/Terr:

Alberta

Email:

Rebecca.studer-halbach@pwgsctpsgc.gc.ca

T5J 1S6
Other:
Postal Code:
This table will be updated with information for the Remediation Contractor following award of the
contract.

12. STUDIES UNDERTAKEN TO DATE
Please list and attach any relevant studies that support the proposed activities.
(AECOM 2019a) 2018 Field Program Summary Rayrock Mine Remediation Project; March 2019.
AECOM 2019b) 2019 Mill Lake Water and Sediment Depth Measurement Results, Rayrock Remedial
Action Planning; November 2019.
(AECOM 2019c) Sun Rose Claim: 2018 Field Reconnaissance; March 2019.
(AECOM 2020a) 2020 Mill Lake Sediment Hydrogeology Assessment; Rayrock Mine Remedial Action
Plan; May 2020.
(AECOM 2020b) Former Rayrock Mine: 2019 Field Program Summary Report; March 2020.
(AECOM 2020c) Rayrock Mine Mill Lake Remediation: Engineering Design and Feasibility Study; May
2020.
(AECOM 2020d) Rayrock Remediation Project Remedial Action Plan; June 2020.
(AECOM 2020e) Sun Rose Advanced Exploration Site: 2019 Field Program Summary Report; March
2020.
(AECOM 2020f) Sun Rose Advanced Exploration Site: 2019 Gamma Survey Report; March 2020.
(AECOM 2020g) Sun Rose Advanced Exploration Site: Detailed Radiological Human Health and
Ecological Risk Assessment; April 2020.
AECOM 2020h) Rayrock Remediation Project Remedial Action Plan Water Treatment Options Report;
May 2020.
(AMEC 2015a) AMEC Environment & Infrastructure; Human Health Preliminary Quantitative Risk
Assessment; March 2015.
(AMEC 2015b) AMEC Environment & Infrastructure; Phase III Environmental Site Assessment
SM290 – Sun Rose Claim Northwest Territories; March 2015.
(AMEC 2015c) AMEC Environment & Infrastructure; Remedial Options Analysis Sun Rose Claim SM290 Northwest Territories; March 2015.
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(Arcadis 2015) Arcadis SENES Canada Inc.; 2014 Rayrock Compliance Monitoring Program Former
Rayrock Mine, NT; March 2015.
(Arcadis 2016a) Arcadis Canada Inc.; 2015 Site Stabilization Activities, Rayrock Mine, Northwest
Territories; February 2016.
(Arcadis 2016b) Arcadis Canada Inc.; Hydrologic Study of Beta and Gamma Lakes, Rayrock Mine,
Northwest Territories; January 2016.
(Arcadis 2016c) Arcadis Canada Inc.; Phase I and II Environmental Site Assessments of Five Satellite
Exploration Sites and the Barge Landing, Rayrock Mine, Northwest Territories; February 2016.
(Arcadis 2016d) Arcadis Canada Inc.; Phase III Environmental Site Assessment, Rayrock Mine,
Northwest Territories; February 2016.
(Arcadis 2017a) Arcadis Canada Inc.; 2016 Site Stabilization Activities, Rayrock Mine, Northwest
Territories; March 2017.
(Arcadis 2017b) Arcadis Canada Inc.; Delineation of Contamination of Mill Lake and the Associated
Drainage Area, Former Rayrock Mine, Northwest Territories; January 2017.
(Arcadis 2017c) Arcadis Canada Inc.; Hydrogeologic Study, Rayrock Mine, Northwest Territories;
March 2017.
(Arcadis 2017d) Arcadis Canada Inc.; Phase I and II Environmental Site Assessments of Sherman
Lake Camp and the Barge Landing and Aerial Reconnaissance of the Former Power Line, Rayrock Mine,
Northwest Territories; March 2017.
(Arcadis 2017e) Arcadis Canada Inc.; Rayrock Freshet Observations and Data Collection Program;
October 2017.
(Arcadis 2018a) Arcadis Canada Inc.; 2017 Data Collection Program, Rayrock Remediation Program;
November 2018.
(Arcadis 2018b) Arcadis Canada Inc.; Human Health and Ecological Risk Assessment for Rayrock
Mine Site, Final Report; January 2018.
(Arcadis 2018c) Arcadis Canada Inc.; Updated Remedial Options Analysis for the Former Rayrock
Mine Site and Satellite Exploration Sites FINAL; March 2018.
(Arcadis SENES 2015) Arcadis SENES Canada; 2014 Rayrock Compliance Monitoring Program
Former Rayrock Mine, NT; Prepared for Public Works and Government Services Canada; March 2015.
(AEC 2000) Atomic Energy of Canada, Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management Office; Shortterm Environmental Monitoring Program: Rayrock Uranium Mine; February 2000.
(CIRNAC-CARD 2019) Conceptual Site Model – Rayrock Uranium Mine, Sun Rose Site, Barge Landing
and Associated Satellite Sites; September 2019.
(Columbia 2013) Columbia Environmental Consulting Ltd.; Phase I/II Environmental Site
Assessment Horn Plateau – Rex Showing (SM371) Northwest Territories; March 2013.
(Dogrib 1996) Dogrib Renewable Resources Committee, Dogrib Treaty 11 Council; The Trees All
Changed to Wood, 1996.
(Ecofor 2015) Ecofor Consulting Ltd.; Rayrock Mine Archaeological Impact Assessment; March 2015.
(Fielding 2016) Fielding Environmental; Rayrock Mine & Marian River Watershed Study - 2015;
January 2016.
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(Fielding 2020) Fielding Environmental; Rayrock Mine (Kwetı̨ ı̨ ɂaà) Remediation Project 2018/19:
Multi-day Elder-led Tour and Sampling Exercise at Rayrock Mine and Surrounding Area; March 2020.
(Franz 2013) Franz Environmental Inc. and Columbia Environmental Consulting Ltd.; Phase II
Environmental Site Assessment Sun-Rose Mine – SM 290 Northwest Territories; March 2013.
(Golder 1996) Golder Associates Ltd.; Environmental Monitoring Program for Assessing Remediation
Efforts at the Rayrock Uranium Mine, Northwest Territories; October 1996.
(Golder 1999) Golder Associates Ltd.; Report on Review of the Short-term Monitoring Program, and
Recommendations for Long-term Monitoring at the Rayrock Mine site; April 1999.
(Golder 2001a) Golder Associates Ltd. and CanTox Environmental Inc.; Report: Update on Risk
Assessment of Former Rayrock Mine Site to Incorporate Fall 2000 Fish Radionuclide Data; March 2001.
(Golder 2001b) Golder Associates Ltd. and CanTox Environmental Inc.; Results of 2000 Rayrock
Long-Term Monitoring Program; March 2001.
(Hatfield 1985) Hatfield Consultants Limited; An Evaluation of Environmental Conditions Associated
with the Abandoned Uranium Mines at Rayrock and Echo Bay; prepared for Science Institute of the
Northwest Territories; July 1985.
(Kalin 1984) Kalin, M.; Institute for Environmental Studies – University of Toronto; Rayrock
Northwest Territories History Uranium Tailing and Environment; June 1984.
(Rescan 2002a) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Results of Fall 2001 Rayrock Long-Term
Monitoring Program; April 2002.
(Rescan 2002b) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Revised Rayrock Long-Term Monitoring
Program; March 2002.
(Rescan 2003) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Results of 2002 Rayrock Long-Term Monitoring
Program; February 2003.
(Rescan 2004) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Results of Fall 2003 Rayrock Long-Term
Monitoring Program; February 2004.
(Rescan 2005) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Results of Fall 2004 Rayrock Long-Term
Monitoring Program; January 2005.
(Rescan 2006a) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Results of Fall 2005 Rayrock Long-Term
Monitoring Program; February 2006.
(Rescan 2006b) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Results of Fall 2006 Rayrock Long-Term
Monitoring Program; November 2006.
(Rescan 2006c) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Rayrock Transportation Route Enhanced
Phase I Assessment; February 2006.
(Rescan 2008) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Results of Fall 2007 Rayrock Long-Term
Monitoring Program; March 2008.
(Rescan 2009) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Results of Fall 2008 Rayrock Long-Term
Monitoring Program; February 2009.
(Rescan 2010) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; 2009 Rayrock Long-Term Monitoring Program;
January 2010.
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(Rescan 2012a) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Rayrock Comprehensive Remediation
Performance Assessment Report, 2011.
(Rescan 2012b) Rescan Environmental Services Ltd.; Rayrock mine; Gap analysis of preliminary
quantitative ecological risk assessment; March 2012.
(PWGSC 1995) Public Works and Government Services Canada; Decommissioning Plan for Rayrock
Mine, NWT: Final Design; December 1995.
(PWGSC 1997) Public Works and Government Services Canada; Rayrock Mine N.W.T, Rehabilitate
Mine Tailings, Radioactive Waste & Secure Mine Openings; 1997.
(SENES 2010) SENES Consultants Limited; Rayrock Supplemental Site Assessment and Monitoring
Program; March 2010.
(SENES 2014) SENES Consultants Limited; 2013 Gap Filling Program at Former Rayrock Mine Site;
March 2014.
(Silke 2009) Silke, Ryan; The Operational History of Mines in the Northwest Territories, Canada, 2009.
(SRK 1999) Steffen Robertson and Kirsten (Canada) Inc.; Rayrock Mine Rehabilitation Postreclamation Inspection and Work Plan; Final Report; March 1999.
(Tłı̨ chǫ 2015) Tłı̨ chǫ Research and Training Institute, Tłı̨ chǫ Government; “Like a Sick Person
Sleeping” TK Study for Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development (AANDC) Risk Assessment of the
Kwetı̨ ı̨ ɂaà Contaminated Mine Site; 2015.
(Tłı̨ chǫ 2019) Tłı̨ chǫ Government Department of Culture & Lands Protection; Summary Report,
Kwetıı̨ ɂ̨ aà Traditional Monitoring Program; December 2019.

13. PROPOSED TIME SCHEDULE
Please include the time of year the project activities are planned to occur and indicate whether seasonal
shutdowns are anticipated.
Start Date:
January 2022
Completion Date:
March 2025
Progressive remediation, including Project waste consolidation and capping of vents at Rayrock, is
planned to occur in the summer of 2021. Full scale remediation will be started in March 2022 and will
continue seasonally until March 2025; this covers the period of water licence activities. Seasonal shut
down of remedial operations are anticipated, especially during the freezing and thawing of site Lakes.
Limited winter programs will take place. Post remediation monitoring will be conducted thereafter.
Rayrock is a Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission licenced site (WNSL-W5-3208.08/2027) and CIRNAC
will hold this licence in perpetuity.
Term of
Licence
Requested:

CIRNAC is requesting a 7 year Water Licence term. The anticipated layout of the
Rayrock Remediation Project Water Licence is provided after the Figures in this
application.

14. ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Engagement: Conduct engagement, prepare an Engagement Record and Engagement Plan in accordance
with the MVLWB Engagement Guidelines for Applicants and Holders of Water Licences and Land Use
Permits, and attach them to the Application. Templates are provided in the Guidelines. Please also refer
to Information for Proponents on MVLWB’s Engagement Requirements.
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Eligibility: Please contact federal, territorial, and Aboriginal governments and other parties to ensure all
appropriate authorizations have been obtained or are in the process of being obtained. Obtain permission
from the landowner, if necessary (e.g., obtain and reference licences of occupation, leases, access
authorizations, etc.) and attach it/them to the Application.
Land Use Planning: Please contact the applicable Land Use Planning Board or Tłįchǫ Government to
discuss conformity with the relevant Land Use Plan(s). Attach a Land Use Plan Conformity Table that
demonstrates how the project meets the requirements of the Land Use Plan, if applicable.
Traditional (Environmental) Knowledge (TEK/TK): Applicants are strongly encouraged to include TEK/TK in
the Application. Provision of TEK/TK is mandatory for Applications to the Sahtu Land and Water Board.
Facilities: Please include the supporting information referenced in subsection 6(2) of the Mackenzie Valley
Federal Areas Waters Regulations if the project includes the following: dam(s); storage reservoir(s);
watercourse crossing(s); camp(s) or lodge(s); use of water for industrial use or mining and milling; deposit
of waste; or handling or storage of petroleum products or hazardous materials.
Closure and Reclamation: Please describe the plan for closure and reclamation, including any temporary
closures and seasonal shutdowns, or include a Closure and Reclamation Plan in the Application Package.
Please also refer to MVLWB/AANDC Guidelines for the Closure and Reclamation of Advanced Mineral
Exploration and Mine Sites in the Northwest Territories and Environment and Climate Change Canada’s
Solid Waste Management for Northern and Remote Communities: Planning and Technical Guidance
Document.
Closure Cost Estimate: Prepare a Closure Cost Estimate and include it in the Application Package.
Applicants are encouraged to contact the Board, prior to applying, to obtain a template to calculate
security that is most suited to the project activities being applied for. Additional guidance is provided in
section 2.2 of the MVLWB/INAC/GNWT Guidelines for Closure and Reclamation Cost Estimates for Mines.
If this Application is submitted concurrently with a Land Use Permit Application, please ensure water- and
land-related activities and liabilities are provided.
Financial Capacity: Provide information relating to your financial capacity, as outlined in paragraph
72.03(5)(d) of the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act. Please note this information will be
required by the Board prior to issuance.
Engagement: The Rayrock Engagement Plan Version 3.0 has been submitted in conjunction with this
Water Licence Application, and will be updated in accordance with planned site activities. The Tłįchǫ
Government has been intensively involved in the design of the Rayrock remediation strategy and will
continue to be engaged through all phases of the Rayrock Remediation Project.
Eligibility: Federal exclusion zones for the Rayrock and Sun Rose sites are within the custodianship of
CIRNAC. Access to Tłı̨ chǫ lands for the purpose of remediation is specifically granted to the
Government of Canada through the Tłı̨ chǫ Final Agreement. An Access Agreement will also be
established between CIRNAC and the Tłı̨ chǫ Government.
Land Use Planning: The Rayrock site is managed as a Waste Nuclear Substance repository under the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Act and will remain under the custodianship of CIRNAC. This will remain the
land use for this site. Sites on Tłı̨ chǫ Lands will be returned to a state which will permit future
traditional land use. A Land Use Permit application has been submitted in conjunction with this Water
Licence application.
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Traditional (Environmental) Knowledge (TEK/TK): The Tłı̨ chǫ Government has been intensively
involved in all aspects of the assessment and remediation planning on Rayrock since 2010. They will
continue to be involved through future work phases of remediation and monitoring. Three Traditional
Knowledge studies have been completed by the Tłı̨ chǫ in support of work on this project and Tłı̨ chǫ
Elders have participated in and provided guidance for all aspects of Project development and planning.
Facilities: No dams, storage reservoirs, permanent watercourse crossings, lodges, mining and milling,
or generated waste deposit in excess of the volume specified in the Mackenzie Valley Federal Areas
Water Regulations will occur through this Project. A water crossing will be required at either the Emile
River or the Marian River for winter access to Rayrock. Existing legacy mine wastes and contaminated
solids will be consolidated and isolated in a CDF in the former Mill Lake. Handling or storage of
petroleum products and operational hazardous materials will be in accordance with all applicable
legislation and as described in the Spill Contingency Plan. Camps will be established at Rayrock and
(potentially) Sun Rose, with only the former triggering a Water Licence. Discussion of the camp is
included in the associated Land Use Permit application and in the Remedial Action Plan.
Closure and Reclamation: Remediation will be performed with the intent of closure of the sites. The
Board’s closure and reclamation requirements are cross-referenced to CIRNAC’s Remedial Action
Plan in a concordance table that is included the accompanying cover letter. Since the Rayrock site is a
former Uranium Mine and contains Waste Radioactive materials, CIRNAC will be required to hold a
Waste Nuclear Substance Licence in perpetuity.
Closure Cost Estimate: Closure costs, within the context of the work being completed at the site, are
associated with the remedial activities, and are booked as a federal liability with the Treasury Board of
Canada.
Financial Capacity: The Government of Canada is the proponent for this Water Licence Application and
is exempted from financial capacity considerations.

Name (print)

Joel Gowman

Title (print)

Signature

Acting Senior
Manager

Date
September 19, 2020

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Amount ($)

Receipt no.

Application fee
Water use deposit
Please make all cheques payable to the Receiver General for Canada.
The following guidance assists with determination of relevant fees:
(1) Water Licence Application Fee, Water Use Fee, and Security Deposit Information;
(2) Water Use Fee Policy; and
(3) Water Use Fee Calculator.
Please submit completed applications to the Regulatory Manager or Executive Director at the respective
Land and Water Board (www.mvlwb.com, www.wlwb.ca, www.slwb.com, www.glwb.com).
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CIRNAC-CARD
August 31, 2020

Plan

Radiation
Protection
Program

Type-A Water Licence Application
Summary of Monitoring Activities during Remediation Phase

Media

Party
Responsible

Reporting
Requirements

enhance radiation safety awareness and establish safe
personal radiation dosimetry workprocedures related to to the Rayrock Project sites
and ensure exposures do not exceed occupational dose
gamma radiation meters
of 1 mSv per year for workers; 50 μSv per year for
members of the public and 1 person-Sv annual collective Remediation
radon gas monitors
dose (both occupational and public)
Contractor
discharge of treated water
from Mill Lake to Sherman

confirm water is within environmental limits of uranium
and copper

Remediation
Contractor

- Annual Report

leaks & contaminant
exposure

proper storage of materials to prevent human and
environmental health risk of spills and exposure

all project personnel - routine inspection of storage materials

water

TSS & turbidity monitoring

ensure on-site remediation activity not introducing
sediments to aquatic environment

Remediation
Contractor

- Annual Report

air
dust

air quality monitoring stations
at camp and downwind of
monitor for human health exposures & surrounding
Rayrock site work
environmental deposition of contaminants

Remediation
Contractor

if air quality is changed by on-site activities to
exceed acceptable limits, immediate initation of
Rayrock Remediation Project Emergency
Management & Fire Protection Plan

wildlife

all work crews accompanied
by designated Wildlife
Monitor
reduce the occurrence of wildlife injury and mortality

CIRNAC-CARD

- internal reporting of sightings

gamma
radiation
radon gas

wildlife
avian, terrestrial,
aquatic

Wildlife Sightings Logs

systematically track repeated observations of wildlife on
site

- weekly logs made available to Departmental
all project personnel Representative & GNWT / CIRNAC inspectors

determine the nature & location of wildlife observations on
site, & risk of attractants vs. effectiveness of mitigation
Remediation
efforts
Contractor

- weekly
- Annual Report

2x week monitoring & identification of nesting activity
within project area, April through mid-July

Remediation
Contractor

- monthly reporting to Site Manager & Departmental
Representative

Blast Surveys

scan blast radius prior to each blast and deterr any
wildlife observed

Remediation
Contractor

- prior to each blast

avian, terrestrial,
aquatic

Wildlife Incident
Investigations

all wildlife incidents, including human-wildlife interactions
that present risk of life, defense of life, injury or mortality,
delay in operations, damage to property, or wildlife in
hazardous areas.

- major incidents reported without delay to GNWTENR; summary of all incidents reported monthly to
interested parties
all project personnel - Annual Report

water

contaminant exposure /
waste management
concerns

confirm wastewater meets discharge criteria before
release into fish-bearing waters

Remediation
Contractor

wildlife
avian, terrestrial,
Wildlife
aquatic
Site Surveillance
Management &
Monitoring Plan wildlife
avian
Bird Nest Surveys
wildlife
large mammals

wildlife

Waste
Management
Plan

Monitoring
Objectives

*RPP is currently with CNSC as per condition of
Waste Nuclear Substance Licence.
- Record of exposure (current + cumulative for
duration of on-site activities per person) will be
tracked by designated Radiation Safety Officer and
reported to CNSC.
- Record of incidents will be tracked by the
designated Radiation Safety Officer to CNSC.

Spill Contigency water
Plan
hazardous
materials

Sediment
Erosion Control
Plan

Monitoring
Requirements

Contaminants of concern
Aquatic Effects
within surface water bodies
Monitoring
water, aquatic and aquatic ecosystems
Program
environment
(benthics, fish, sediments)

to monitor environmental quality prior to, during, and postremediation
CIRNAC-CARD

- monthly
- Annual Report

*under development - will be submitted at later date
in licencing process

Figure 1 – Project Sites and Boundaries
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FIGURE 3

Figure 4 – Rayrock and Sun Rose Spur Roads

EXAMPLE: Anticipated Water Licence Conditions
Part A: Scope and Definition
The following conditions are anticipated to be included in the Water Licence:
1. This Licence entitles the Licensee to use Water, dewater Mill Lake, and deposit Waste for remediation
activities undertakings at the Rayrock Remediation Project, Northwest Territories. The scope of this
Licence includes the following:
a) Withdrawal of Water for use in camp operations;
b) Dewatering of Mill Lake for the purpose of consolidating and capping impacted sediments from the
Lake;
c) Depositing of contaminated materials, including sediments, tailings, waste rock and soil, in the
former Mill Lake;
d) Construction, operation, and maintenance of ice bridges to cross the Emile River or the Marian
River;
e) Construction, operation and maintenance of culverts to allow winter road passage along the routes
described within this Licence; and
f) Remediation and monitoring of the Rayrock project sites.
2. This Licence is issued subject to the conditions contained herein with respect to the use of Water and
the deposit of Waste of any type in any Waters or in any place under any conditions where such Waste or
any other Waste that results from the deposits of such Waste may enter any Waters. Whenever new
Regulations are made or existing Regulations are amended by the Commissioner in Executive Council
under the Waters Act, or other statutes imposing more stringent conditions relating to the quantity or type
of Waste that may be so deposited or under which any such Waste may be so deposited, this Licence shall
be deemed, upon promulgation of such Regulations, to be automatically amended to conform with such
Regulations.
3. Compliance with the defined terms and conditions of this Licence does not relieve the Licensee from
responsibility for compliance with the requirements of any applicable federal, territorial, Tłı̨ chǫ, or municipal
legislation.
Part B: General Conditions
1. The Licensee shall ensure a copy of this Licence is maintained on site at all times.
2. The Licensee shall take every reasonable precaution to protect the environment.
3. In conducting its activities under this Licence, the Licensee shall make every reasonable effort to consider
and incorporate any scientific information and Traditional Knowledge that is made available to the Licensee.
4. In each submission required by this Licence or any directive from the Board, the Licensee shall identify
all recommendations based on Traditional Knowledge received, describe how the recommendations were
incorporated into the submission, and provide justification for any recommendation not adopted.
5. All references to policies, guidelines, codes of practice, statutes, regulations, or other authorities shall be
read as a reference to the most recent versions, unless otherwise denoted.
6. The Licensee shall ensure all submissions to the Board:
a) Are in accordance with the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) Document
Submission Standards;
b) Include a conformity statement or table which identifies where the requirements of this Licence, or
other directives from the Board, are addressed; and
c) Include any additional information requested by the Board.
7. The Licensee shall ensure management plans are submitted to the Board in a format consistent with the
MVLWB Standard Outline for Management Plans, unless otherwise specified.
8. The Licensee shall comply with all plans approved pursuant to the conditions of this Licence, including
such revisions made as per the conditions of this Licence, and as approved by the Board.
9. The Licensee shall conduct an annual review of all plans and make any revisions necessary to reflect
changes in operations, contact information, or other details. No later than May 31 each year, the Licensee
shall send a notification letter to the Board, listing the documents that have been reviewed and do not
require revisions.
10. The Licensee may propose changes at any time by submitting revised plans to the Board, for approval,
a minimum of 90 days prior to the proposed implementation date for the changes. The Licensee shall not
implement the changes until approved by the Board.
11. The Licensee shall revise any submission and submit it as per the Board’s directive.
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12. If any date for any submission falls on a weekend or holiday, the Licensee may submit the item on the
following business day.
13. The Licensee shall comply with the Schedules, which are annexed to and form part of this Licence, and
any updates to the Schedules as may be made by the Board.
14. The Licensee shall comply with the Surveillance Network Program (SNP), which is annexed to and
forms part of this Licence, and any updates to the SNP as may be made by the Board.
15. The Schedules, the SNP, and any compliance dates specified in this Licence may be updated at the
discretion of the Board.
16. The Licensee shall ensure signs are posted for all active SNP stations. All sign(s) shall be located and
maintained to the satisfaction of an Inspector.
17. The Licensee shall install, operate, and maintain meters, devices, or other such methods used for
measuring the volumes of Water used and Waste discharged to the satisfaction of an Inspector.
18. Beginning May 31st, 2022 and no later than every May 31st thereafter, the Licensee shall submit an
Annual Water Licence Report to the Board and an Inspector. The Report shall be in accordance with the
requirements of Schedule 1, Condition 1.
19. The Licensee shall comply with the Engagement Plan, once approved.
20. Within 90 days following the effective date of this Licence, the Licensee shall submit to the Board, for
approval, a revised Engagement Plan. The Licensee shall not commence Project activities prior to Board
approval of the Plan.
21. A minimum of ten days prior to commencement of the Project, the Licensee shall provide written
notification to the Board and an Inspector. Notification shall include the commencement date, and the name
and contact information for the individual responsible for overseeing the Project. Written notification shall
be provided to the Board and an Inspector if any changes occur.
22. The Licensee shall immediately provide written notification to the Board and an Inspector of any
noncompliance with the conditions of this Licence or any direction from the Board pursuant to the conditions
of this Licence.
23. The Licensee shall submit a current Project schedule to the Board and an Inspector upon request.
Part C: Security
Government of Canada is not required to post Security Deposits for its undertakings.
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Part D: Water Use
1. The Licensee shall only obtain Water for the Project as set out in the following table.
Water Source
Location and CoType of
Purpose of Water
Maximum Quantities
Name
ordinates
Watercourse Use
North shore near
camp
Total volume of
Sherman Lake
Lake
Camp Operations
63◦ 26’ 48”
25,000 m3/year
◦
-116 32’ 19”
Entire volume of
Mid-lake
Contaminated Water >85,000 m3 plus
◦
Mill Lake
63 27’ 10”
Lake
Treatment
accumulated
-116◦ 32’ 42”
precipitation
Washing/dust
Total volume of
Sherman Lake
control (Mill Lake
2500 m3/year as
As above
Lakes
and Mill Lake
water will be used
part of the above
after treatment)
noted volumes
Chico Lake
Camp Operations/
Northwestern Shore
Washing/dust
Total volume of
63◦ 07’ 10”
Lake
control/ Winter Road
<27,000 m3/year
-116◦ 19’ 41”
Construction, Sun
Rose spur
To be
Based on historical
Winter Road
>100 m3<300
determined
water withdrawal
Various
Construction, Tłı̨ chǫ
m3/day/waterbody
(TBD)
sites
Alignment
Emile River
Deepest Available
Winter Road
Point
>100 m3<300
River
Construction,
63◦ 20’ 20.7”
m3/day
Rayrock south spur
-116◦ 31’ 08.5”
Lake B
Western Shore
Winter Road
Total volume of
63◦ 25’ 28”
Lake
Construction,
<33,000 m3/year
◦
-116 32’ 20.6”
Rayrock spurs
Tumi Lake
Northeast section of
Winter Road
Lake
Total volume of
Lake
Construction,
63◦ 27’ 16”
<465,000 m3/year
Rayrock north spur
◦
-116 46’ 09”
Marian River
Deepest Available
Winter Road
Point
>100 m3<300
River
Construction,
63◦ 27’ 05.6”
m3/day
Rayrock north spur
-116◦ 43’ 29”
Lake on North
Mid-waterbody
Winter Road
Total volume of
63◦ 26’ 13”
Lake
Construction,
<2020 m3/year
◦
-116 35’ 15.6”
Rayrock north spur
2. The Licensee may use Wastewater from the Mill Lake Water Treatment Facility for washing and dust
control only if that Wastewater meets the Effluent Quality Criteria established in Part F, Condition 12 of this
Licence, or as otherwise approved by the Board.
3. The Licensee shall only withdraw Water using the Water Supply Facilities, unless otherwise authorized
in writing by an Inspector.
4. Prior to obtaining Water from a licensed Water source, the Licensee shall post sign(s) to identify the
intake for the Water Supply Facilities. All sign(s) shall be located and maintained to the satisfaction of an
Inspector.
5. The Licensee shall construct and maintain the Water intake(s) with a screen designed to prevent
impingement or entrapment of fish.
6. Prior to locating a Water intake in a fish-bearing Watercourse, the Licensee shall obtain written
authorization for the location from an Inspector.
Part E: Construction
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1. The Licensee shall ensure that all structures intended to contain, withhold, divert, or retain Water or
Waste are designed, constructed, and maintained to minimize the escape of Waste to the Receiving
Environment.
2. The Licensee shall ensure that all Engineered Structures are constructed and maintained in accordance
with the recommendations of the Professional Engineer responsible for the design, including, but not limited
to, recommendations regarding field supervision and inspection requirements.
3. The Licensee shall ensure that only material that meets geochemical criteria for ARD and metal leaching
is used for Construction, unless otherwise approved by the Board.
4. The Licensee shall only use material that is clean and free of contaminants and is from a source that has
been approved in writing by an Inspector.
5. The Licensee shall maintain records of Construction materials for all structures and make them available
at the request of the Board or an Inspector.
6. The Licensee shall maintain geochemical records of Construction materials for the Mill Lake Confined
Disposal Facility (CDF) and make them available at the request of the Board or an Inspector.
Construction Plans and As-Built Reports
7. A minimum of 30 days prior to the commencement of Construction of the Mill Lake CDF, the Licensee
shall submit to the Board, a Design and Construction Plan. The Plan shall be in accordance with the
requirements of Schedule 2, Condition 1. A minimum of 30 days prior to implementing any proposed
changes, the Licensee shall submit a revised Plan to the Board.
8. A minimum of ten days prior to the commencement of Construction of the Mill Lake CDF, the Licensee
shall provide written notification to the Board and an Inspector. Notification shall include the Construction
commencement date, and the name and contact information for the individual responsible for overseeing
Construction. Written notification shall be provided to the Board and an Inspector if any changes occur.
9. The Licensee shall ensure that the Mill Lake CDF is constructed in accordance with the Design
Drawings and Design and Construction Plan.
10. Within 90 days of the completion of the Construction of each Engineered Structure, the Licensee shall
submit to the Board, an As-Built Report stamped and signed by a Professional Engineer, which shall
include, but not be limited to, the following information:
a) final as-built drawings of the Engineered Structure(s), stamped and signed by a Professional
Engineer;
b) documentation, with rationale, of field decisions that deviate from the Design Drawings and
Design and Construction Plan; and
c) any data used to support these decisions.
Part F: Waste and Water Management
1. The Licensee shall manage Waste and Water with the objective of minimizing the impacts of the Project
on the quantity and quality of Water in the Receiving Environment through the use of appropriate mitigation
measures, monitoring, and follow-up actions.
2. The Licensee shall minimize erosion by implementing suitable erosion control that shall be located and
maintained to the satisfaction of an Inspector.
Waste Management Plan
3. The Licensee shall comply with the Waste Management Plan, once approved.
4. Within 90 days following the effective date of this Licence, the Licensee shall submit to the Board, for
approval, a revised Waste Management Plan. The Plan shall be in accordance with the requirements of
Schedule 1, Condition 1 k. The Licensee shall not commence Waste Management Activities prior to Board
approval of the Plan.
Operation of Structures and Facilities
5. The Licensee shall construct, operate, and maintain the Mill Lake CDF and Mill Lake water treatment
facility to the design specifications and engineering standards, such that:
a) Any constructed structures/facilities are maintained and operated so as to prevent structural failure
and to the satisfaction of an Inspector; or the specifications described in the CDF Design and
Construction Plan, referred to in Part E are maintained at all times, and the structures/facilities
are maintained and operated to the satisfaction of an Inspector;
b) Any deterioration or erosion of constructed structures/facilities shall be reported immediately to an
Inspector;
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c) Any deterioration or erosion of constructed structures/facilities that requires repair shall be reported
to an Inspector and the Board, and repaired immediately;
d) Monitoring of the facility is sufficient to ensure that:
i.
Performance design criteria, as described in the Design and Construction Plan, referred
to in Part E are being met;
ii.
Necessary changes in operation of the facility, including any additional mitigations, are
identified.
6. The Licensee shall maintain a Freeboard limit of one metre at the Sewage Disposal Facility, or as
recommended by a Professional Engineer and as approved by the Board.
Inspection of Structures and Facilities
7. The Licensee shall conduct daily erosion inspections of Discharge locations during periods of Discharge,
or more frequently as directed by an Inspector. Records of these inspections shall be made available to the
Board or an Inspector upon request.
8. The Licensee shall ensure that geotechnical inspections of capped mine openings, Tailings Containment
Area repairs and the Mill Lake CDF are conducted annually in the summer for the first five years after
construction, and every five years thereafter, by a Professional Engineer, and following any events that
exceed design criteria for unforeseen extreme events (such as earthquakes, flooding, cracks, sinkhole
formation, etc.). The Licensee shall:
a) A minimum of two weeks prior to the annual inspection, provide written notification to an Inspector
a minimum of two weeks prior to the annual inspection; and
b) Within 90 days of completing the inspection, the Licensee shall submit the Professional Engineer’s
full Geotechnical Inspection Report to the Board and an Inspector. The Report shall include:
i.
a covering letter from the Licensee outlining an implementation plan to respond to any
recommendations made by the Professional Engineer, including rationale for any decisions
that deviate from the Professional Engineer’s recommendations; and
ii.
a summary of any actions taken by the Licensee to address the recommendations made
following the previous year’s inspection.
Discharge and Disposal Locations and Rates
9. The Licensee shall dispose of all Waste as described in the approved Waste Management Plan.
10. The Licensee shall direct all Effluent from the Mill Lake Water Treatment Plant to Sherman Lake in the
area shown on Figure 2 of the Water Licence Application. The Licensee shall direct all greywater Effluent
from the camp to an approved sump as described in the approved Waste Management Plan.
11. The Licensee shall not discharge Waste, including Wastewater, to any Watercourse, or to the ground
surface within 100 metres of the Ordinary High-Water Mark of any Watercourse.
Effluent Quality Criteria
12. The Licensee shall ensure that Mill Lake water effluent from Mill Lake Water Treatment Facility at
Surveillance Network Program station 1663-07 Mill Lake Water Discharge has a pH value between 6.5 and
9.0 and meets the following EQCs as a Maximum 5-day Average Concentration:
Parameter
Maximum Concentration
Arsenic (total)
5 µg/L
Cadmium (total)a
0.09 µg/L
Copper (total)b
5 µg/L
Lead (total)a
1 µg/L
Mercury (total)
0.026 µg/L
Molybdenum (total)
73 µg/L
Nickel (total)a
25 µg/L
Selenium (total)
1 µg/L
Silver (total)
0.25 µg/L
Thallium (total)
0.8 µg/L
Uranium (total)
15 µg/L
a – Calculated based on an average hardness of 50 mg/L CaCO3 in Sherman Lake.
b – Based on the average concentration in Sherman Lake.
13. The Licensee shall ensure that metal concentrations at SNP station 1663-06 Lake A-A (Point of
Compliance) do not exceed the EQCs in Part F Condition 12 as Maximum Allowable Concentrations.
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14. The Licensee shall submit water quality data for samples collected from SNP station 1663-08 Sherman
Lake L to the Board and an Inspector as follows:
a) No later than five days prior to commencing or resuming Discharge of Mill Lake water to Sherman
Lake; and
b) No later than five days prior to commencing or resuming Discharge of Effluent to Sherman Lake
following an exceedance of the EQCs specified in Part F, Conditions 12 and 13. The Licensee
shall not commence or resume the Discharge until the EQC are met and an Inspector has provided
written authorization.
15. If Water quality data from any sample collected at SNP stations 1663-06 Lake A-A (Point of Compliance)
exceeds the EQCs, as Maximum Allowable Concentrations, specified in Part F, Condition 12, the Licensee
shall:
a) Notify the Board and an Inspector within 24 hours; and
b) Comply with the approved Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program Design Plan referred to in Part G.
16. If Water quality data from any sample collected at SNP stations 1663-07 Mill Lake Water Discharge
exceeds the EQCs, as Maximum 5-day Average Concentrations, specified in Part F, Condition 12, the
Licensee shall:
a) Cease the Discharge;
b) Notify the Board and an Inspector within 24 hours;
c) Report the spill immediately in accordance with the Spill Contingency Plan referred to Part H,
Condition 2; and
d) Submit a detailed report on the occurrence, including a summary of corrective actions taken, to the
Board and an Inspector within 30 days.
Part G: Aquatic Effects Monitoring
1. The Licensee shall design and implement an Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program (AEMP) in accordance
with the MVLWB/GNWT Guidelines for Aquatic Effects Monitoring Programs.
2. Within 90 of the effective date of this Licence, the Licensee shall submit to the Board, for approval, an
updated AEMP Design Plan. The Plan shall be in accordance with the MVLWB/GNWT Guidelines for
Aquatic Effects Monitoring Programs.
3. Three years following implementation of the AEMP Design Plan, and three years after completion of
remediation, or as directed by the Board, the Licensee shall submit to the Board, for approval, an AEMP
Re-Evaluation Report. The Report shall be in accordance with the MVLWB/GNWT Guidelines for Aquatic
Effects Monitoring Programs and shall evaluate the overall effectiveness of the AEMP to date.
4. Every three years following implementation of the AEMP Design Plan, or as directed by the Board, the
Licensee shall submit to the Board, for approval, a revised AEMP Design Plan. The revised Plan shall be
in accordance with the MVLWB/GNWT Guidelines for Aquatic Effects Monitoring Programs.
5. Beginning May 2023 and no later than May 31st of each year thereafter, the Licensee shall submit to the
Board, for approval, an AEMP Annual Report. The Report shall be in accordance with the MVLWB/GNWT
Guidelines for Aquatic Effects Monitoring Programs and the requirements of Schedule 3, Condition 1.
6. If any low Action Level established in the approved AEMP Design Plan is exceeded, the Licensee shall,
at a minimum, implement the response actions described in the approved AEMP Design Plan, and report
the exceedance in the AEMP Annual Report.
7. If any high Action Level established in the approved AEMP Design Plan is exceeded, the Licensee shall:
a) Within the timeframe identified in the approved AEMP Design Plan, notify the Board and an
Inspector; and
b) Within the timeframe identified in the approved AEMP Design Plan or as otherwise directed by the
Board, submit an AEMP Response Plan to the Board for approval. The Response Plan shall be
in accordance with the MVLWB/GNWT Guidelines for Aquatic Effects Monitoring Programs.
PART H: Spill Contingency Planning
1. The Licensee shall ensure that Unauthorized Discharges associated with the Project do not enter any
Waters.
2. The Licensee shall comply with the Spill Contingency Plan, once approved.
3. Within 90 days following the effective date of this Licence, the Licensee shall submit to the Board, for
approval, a revised Spill Contingency Plan. The Licensee shall not commence Project activities prior to
Board approval of the Plan.
4. During the period of this Licence, if a spill or an Unauthorized Discharge occurs or is foreseeable, the
Licensee shall:
a) Implement the approved Spill Contingency Plan referred to in Part H, Condition 2;
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b) Report it immediately using the NU-NT Spill Report Form by one of the following methods:
a) Telephone: (867) 920-8130
b) Fax: (867) 873-6924
c) E-mail: spills@gov.nt.ca
d) Online: Spill Reporting and Tracking Database
c) Within 24 hours, notify the Board and an Inspector; and
d) Within 30 days of initially reporting the incident, submit a detailed report to the Board and an
Inspector, including descriptions of causes, response actions, and any changes to procedures to
prevent similar occurrences in the future. Written notification shall be provided to the Board and an
Inspector if any changes occur.
5. The Licensee shall ensure that spill prevention infrastructure and spill response equipment is in place
prior to commencement of the Project.
6. The Licensee shall restore all areas affected by spills and Unauthorized Discharges to the satisfaction
of an Inspector.
7. The Licensee shall not establish any fuel storage facilities or refueling stations, or store chemical or
deleterious substances within 100 metres of the Ordinary High Water Mark of any Watercourse (excluding
Mill Lake), unless otherwise authorized in writing by an Inspector.
PART I: Closure and Reclamation
1. The Licensee shall submit to the Board, for approval, a Remedial Action Plan.
2. The Licensee shall endeavor to carry out approved Progressive Reclamation as soon as is reasonably
practicable.
3. The Licensee shall not conduct Progressive Reclamation except as approved by the Board.
4. A minimum of ten days prior to the commencement of any Progressive Reclamation, the Licensee shall
provide written notification to the Board and an Inspector. Notification shall include the name and contact
information for the individual responsible for overseeing the Progressive Reclamation. Written notification
shall be provided to the Board and an Inspector if any changes occur.
5. Within 90 days of completing Closure of the Project, or as otherwise directed by the Board, the Licensee
shall submit to the Board for approval, a Post-Closure and Reclamation Monitoring and Maintenance
Plan.
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Schedule 1: Annual Water Licence Report
1. The Annual Water Licence Report referred to in Part B, Condition 18 of this Licence shall include, but
not be limited to, the following information about activities conducted during the previous calendar year:
a) A brief summary of Project activities;
b) An updated Project schedule;
c) The monthly and annual quantities in cubic metres of fresh Water obtained from all sources, as
required in Part D, Condition 1 of this Licence;
d) A summary of the calibration and status of the meters and devices referred to in Part B, Condition
17 of this Licence;
e) A summary of engagement activities conducted in accordance with the approved Engagement
Plan, referred to in Part B, Condition 19 of this Licence;
f) A summary of how Traditional Knowledge influenced decision making;
g) A summary of Construction activities conducted in accordance with Part E of this Licence;
h) A summary of major maintenance activities conducted in accordance with this Licence;
i) A summary of activities conducted in accordance with the approved Design and Construction
Plan, referred to in Part F, Condition 5 of this Licence, including:
i.
A summary of approved updates or changes to the process or facilities required for the
management of Mill Lake water and all materials reporting to the Mill Lake CDF;
ii.
Monthly and annual volumes of Mill Lake water and all materials reporting to the Mill Lake CDF
managed under the plan;
iii.
A summary and interpretation of any monitoring results;
iv.
A list of any Action Level exceedances; and
v.
A description of actions taken in response to any Action level exceedances.
j) A summary of activities referred to in Part F, Condition 1 of this Licence, including:
i.
A summary of approved updates or changes to the process or facilities required for the
management of Water and Wastewater;
ii.
Monthly and annual quantities, in cubic metres, of Water obtained from each approved source;
iii.
Monthly and annual quantities, in cubic metres, of recycled Water, identifying both the source;
and use;
iv.
Monthly and annual quantities of Water, in cubic metres, used for dust control;
v.
Monthly and annual quantities, in cubic metres, of treated Lake water from the Mill Lake Water
Treatment Facility;
vi.
Monthly and annual quantities, in cubic metres, of all Discharges, identified by Discharge
location;
vii.
Monthly elevations, in metres, of Water in Beta Lake, Gamma Lake, Lake A, New Control Lake
and Sherman Lake;
viii.
Monthly and annual flow volume, in cubic metres, at SNP 1663-06 Lake A-A;
ix.
Monthly and annual estimates and measurements of precipitation and Runoff;
x.
A comparison of Water and Wastewater quantities measured in the year to the Water balances
predicted for that year, and an explanation of any significant differences between predictions
and actual measurements;
xi.
An updated Water balance if required;
xii.
A summary and interpretation of monitoring results, including any Action Level exceedances;
and
xiii.
A description of actions taken in response to any Action Level exceedances.
k) The monthly and annual quantities, in cubic metres, of each and all Waste Discharges, and
deposits to Waste Disposal Facilities, identified by location;
l) A summary of activities conducted in accordance with the approved Erosion and Sedimentation
Management Plan, referred to in Part F, Condition 2 of this Licence, including:
i.
A summary of approved updates or changes to the process or facilities required for the
management of erosion and sedimentation;
ii.
A description of any erosion susceptible areas encountered;
iii.
A summary of activities undertaken to prevent or mitigate erosion;
iv.
A report of the performance of mitigations applied to each area;
v.
A summary and interpretation of monitoring results, including any Action Level exceedances;
and
vi.
A description of actions taken in response to any Action Level exceedances.
m) A summary of activities conducted in accordance with the approved Spill Contingency Plan,
required in Part H, Condition 2 of this Licence, including:
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i.

A list and description for all Unauthorized Discharges, including the date, NWT spill number,
volume, location, summary of the circumstances and follow-up actions taken, and status (i.e.
open or closed), in accordance with the reporting requirements in Part H, Condition 4 of this
Licence; and
ii.
An outline of any spill training carried out.
n) A summary of activities conducted in accordance with the Remedial Action Plan required in Part
I, Condition 1 of this Licence, including:
i.
Details of any Remediation/Progressive Reclamation undertaken;
ii.
A discussion on whether planning and implementation remains on schedule, and a summary
of any new scheduling setbacks; and
iii.
A summary of engagement conducted regarding Closure and Reclamation.
o) Tabular summaries of all data and information generated under the SNP annexed to this Licence,
in Excel format;
p) A list of any non-compliance(s) with the conditions of this Licence or any directive from the Board
pursuant to the conditions of this Licence;
q) A summary of actions taken to address concerns, non-conformances, or deficiencies in any reports
filed by an Inspector; and
r) Any other details requested by the Board by January 1st of the year being reported.
Schedule 2: Construction
1. The Design and Construction Plan, referred to in Part E, item 7 of this Licence shall include, but not
be limited to, the following information:
a) A description of the facilities to be constructed, including proposed locations;
b) Relevant background information, including the data from geotechnical and geochemical
investigations, the results of programs to characterize soil, rock, Groundwater, ground ice, and
ground temperature conditions to the depth expected to be affected by the proposed facility,
beneath the footprint of all containment and runoff control structures, as deemed adequate by the
Professional Engineer responsible for the design;
c) Quantities and the physical and geochemical characteristics of materials required for Construction;
d) Design drawings and specifications of Engineered Structures, stamped by a Professional Engineer;
e) Stability analyses;
f) Construction considerations, including timing, sequencing, and a schedule;
g) Operations and maintenance requirements; and
h) A Quality Control Plan stamped by a Professional Engineer, a component of which includes a plan
for a Professional Engineer to supervise and field check Construction activities.
Schedule 3: Conditions Applying to Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program
1. The AEMP Annual Report referred to in Part G, condition 5 of this Licence shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:
a) A plain language summary and interpretation of the major results obtained in the preceding
calendar year;
b) A summary of activities conducted under the AEMP;
c) A summary of any spills, activities, or other considerations within the report time frame that could
influence the results of the AEMP;
d) Tabular summaries of all data and information generated under the AEMP, in Excel format;
e) An interpretation of the results, including an evaluation of any identified environmental effects that
occurred as a result of the Project;
f) An analysis that integrates the results of individual monitoring components collected in a calendar
year and describes the ecological significance of the results;
g) A comparison of monitoring results to Action Levels as defined in the approved AEMP Design
Plan;
h) For any low Action Level exceedances, a summary of the nature and extent of the exceedance, as
well as a description of actions in response to the exceedance;
i) An evaluation of any adaptive management response actions implemented;
j) Recommendations, with rationale, for changes to any aspect of the AEMP Design Plan; and
k) Any other information specified in the approved AEMP Design Plan.
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Annex A: Surveillance Network Program Referred to in Part B, item 14
Table of Contents:
Annex A: Surveillance Network Program
Part A: Reporting Requirements
Part B: Site Descriptions and Monitoring Requirements
Part C: Other Monitoring Requirements
Part A: Reporting Requirements
1. The effective date of this Surveillance Network Program (SNP) is April 2022.
2. Beginning May 2022, and for every month thereafter during open water, the Licensee shall, within 60
days following the month being reported, submit to the Board and an Inspector, a Surveillance Network
Program Report, which shall include, but not be limited to the following:
a. Electronic and tabular summaries of all data and information generated under Parts B and C of this
Annex for the month being reported, including rationale for SNP stations where samples were not
collected and results and interpretation of quality assurance/quality control procedures;
b. Graphical summaries and interpretation of the analytical results from the SNP samples collected at
the points of compliance (SNP stations 1663-6, Lake A-A and 1663-7, Mill Lake Water Discharge)
compared to the Effluent Quality Criteria under Part F of this Licence, for up to the previous two (2)
consecutive years;
c. An explanation of any actions taken in response to any exceedances of the effluent quality criteria;
d. Information regarding the calibration and status of the meters and devices referred to in Part B,
item 17 of this Licence; and
e. The coordinates of all SNP stations which were established within the month being reported,
including an updated map identifying the locations of all the SNP stations; f) A tabular summary of
cumulative water use.
3. More frequent sample collection may be required at the request of an Inspector.
4. All sampling, sample preservation, and analyses shall be conducted in accordance with methods
prescribed in the current edition of American Public Health Association’s (APHA) Standard Methods for
the Examination of Water and Wastewater at the time of analysis, or by other such methods approved
by an Analyst.
5. All analyses shall be performed in a laboratory accredited by the Canadian Association for Laboratory
Accreditation (CALA) for the specific analyses to be performed or as approved by an Analyst.
6. The Licensee shall comply with the approved Water Quality Monitoring Program Protocols and Quality
Assurance/Quality Control Plan.
7. The Licensee shall annually review the approved Quality Assurance and Quality Control Plan and make
any necessary revisions to reflect changes in operations or as directed by the Board. Revisions to the
Plan shall be submitted to the Board for notification and to an Analyst for approval.
8. The Quality Assurance and Quality Control Plan shall be implemented as approved by an Analyst.
9. The Quality Assurance and Quality Control Plan shall first be submitted to an Analyst. If the Plan is not
approved by an Analyst, the Licensee shall revise the Plan according to the Analyst’s direction and resubmit it to the Analyst for further review. The Licensee shall provide a copy of the Analyst’s decision
or recommendation(s) to the Board.
Part B: Site Descriptions and Monitoring Requirements
1. The Surveillance Network Program sampling station locations are all active, and frequency of sampling
and reason for sampling are provided in the following table:
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Rayrock SNP Water Quality Monitoring Stations
SNP#

Location

1663-1

Sherman
Lake B

1663-2

1663-3

1663-4
1663-5

1663-6

1663-7
1663-8

1663-9

Gamma
Drainage
Route A

Beta
Lake B

Alpha
Lake B
Sherman
Lake C

Lake A-A
Water
discharg
e
Sherman
Lake L
New
Control
Lake A

Frequenc
y
Monthly –
open
water
Monthly –
open
water &
land use
Monthly –
open
water &
land use
Monthly –
open
water &
land use
Inactive
Monthly –
open
water
Monthly –
Treatment
Daily –
treatment
Weekly treatment
Annually

Explanation
Represents a point part way between work being performed at the North TCA
and the location of water discharge from the Mill Lake water treatment,
allowing trend analysis of effects from either 1663-4 or 1663-8.
Tests for the effects of run off from the South Tailings cap repair. This point
represents the point of compliance for drainage from the South TCA, which is
the only affected section of the Rayrock site to not drain through Lake A.

Tests for the effects of run off from North Tailings cap repair.

Tests for the effects of run off from North Tailings cap repair.
To test water a point midway between the Mill Lake Water discharge to
Sherman Lake and the channel draining Sherman Lake to Lake A.
To test water quality leaving the Rayrock site. This is the Point of Compliance
where all results must consistently conform to site water quality objectives.
To verify the efficacy of the Mill Lake water treatment process. Sampling only
to occur during periods of discharge, with parameter suite from #2 completed
monthly and parameter suite from #3 completed daily.
To test the water quality of Sherman Lake near the location of the Mill Lake
water discharge to Sherman Lake.
To test the background water quality. Testing to end after three consecutive
years of consistent results post-remediation.

2. The following parameter suites will be measured for water samples:
 In situ Ecological is field multi-probe tests for Temperature, Conductivity, pH, Redox Potential,
and Dissolved Oxygen;
 Major Ions are Alkalinity, Calcium (Ca), Chloride (Cl), Hardness, Magnesium (Mg), Potassium (K),
Sodium (Na), and Sulphate (SO4);
 Nutrients are Total Ammonia (NH3+NH4+-N), Total Nitrate + Nitrite (NO3- + NO2-), Total
Phosphorous, and Total Organic Carbon (TOC);
 Solids are Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and Total Dissolved Solids (TDS);
 Standard is pH, Temperature (T), and Conductivity (Cond) measured in the laboratory; and
 Total Metals are Total elemental analysis (The concentration of a metal in an unfiltered sample
that is digested in strong nitric acid) that must include, at a minimum, Aluminum (Al), Arsenic (As),
Boron (B), Barium (Ba), Cadmium (Cd), Copper (Cu), Iron (Fe), Lead (Pb), Manganese (Mn),
Mercury (Hg), Molybdenum (Mo), Nickel (Ni), Selenium (Se), Silver (Ag), Thallium (Tl), Uranium
(U) and Zinc (Zn).
3. The following parameter suites will be measured daily for 1663-7 water samples during discharge:
 In situ Ecological is field multi-probe tests for Temperature, Conductivity, pH, Redox Potential,
and Dissolved Oxygen; and
 Metals through an on-site methodology correlated to total elemental analysis that must include
Copper (Cu), and Uranium (U).
Part C: Other Monitoring Requirements
1. The Licensee shall record the following information for inclusion into the monthly Surveillance Network
Program report referred to in Part A, item 2 of this Annex:
a. Weekly quantities, in cubic metres, of Water obtained from each approved source;
b. Weekly quantities, in cubic metres, of recycled Water, identifying both the source; and use;
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c. Weekly quantities of Water, in cubic metres, used for dust control;
d. Weekly quantities, in cubic metres, of treated Lake water from the Mill Lake Water Treatment
Facility;
e. Weekly quantities, in cubic metres, of all Discharges, identified by Discharge location;
f. The operational status of the Water Treatment Facility; and
g. Observations from inspections or sampling of importance to the SNP.
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